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Executive summary
The main objective of the project NEAR2050 is to study the future demand on the railway
sector, determining which variables affect railway services the most. To define users’
behaviour and the most important variables, it is necessary to establish what are the
customer’s opinions and variables that condition their choices when choosing a transport
mode. Thanks to this, future user behaviour can be predicted, and future railways demand
can be enhanced. Therefore, the aim of this report is to collect data and information
regarding working package 4 Mega-trends and scenarios until 2050. This WP4 is divided
in 4 tasks:
Task 4.1: Identification of relevant influencing factors
Started with a secondary research of Mega-trends and trends relevant for the research
issue by using enquiry of trend reports, trend conferences, all media channels, monitoring
of relevant indicators, the non-directional search (scanning) for signs of influential
developments, relevant influencing factors were identified by using this kind of trend
scouting/monitoring. All these social-economic data were the basis to describe these
influencing factors. The influencing factors were evaluated by context analysis, pointing out
different perspectives (e.g. mobile phones can be investigated by the possibilities of
technical factors and by the future usage). The other method to evaluate the influencing
factors was a Delphi-survey, a structured survey of stakeholder groups getting a lot of
expert opinions.
After this evaluation, the influencing factors were reduced and concentrated to the main
influencing factors. It´s important to include all identified influencing factors for a first
evaluation but also get a workable number of influencing factors for the detailed study and
statistical analysis. The main influencing factors were not described in just one way in D4.2
but will be described in different characteristics (e.g. best case – realistic case – worst
case) and every characteristic was rated, how likely it is, that this characteristic will happen.
Task 4.2: Trend Projections
The development of mini-scenarios started by the definition of different “personas”, types of
customers and other stakeholders. These customers/stakeholders were confronted with
selected specific influencing factors and their possible projections and a future perspective
as an aggregation of these mini-scenarios was “designed” by using the method of “service
blueprint” to identify touchpoints customers and stakeholders have to face through their rail
system usage. These service blueprints were the guideline for developing visions of the
future,

the

mini

scenarios,

an

easy

understanding

story,

that

describes

the

customers`/stakeholders’ way of life/travel/work.
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Task 4.3: Verification of trend analyses
The Verification of the future perspective, the hypothesis of the future, will be essential for
acceptance by all stakeholders. In that case the verification will be done by further research
using additional sources, like expert interviews and online surveys, confronting experts and
survey participants with the developed future perspective and asking them if the
deliverables are reasonable. On the other hand, trend analyses software will be used for
statistical analyses of consistencies and dependencies of the influencing factors and miniscenarios. Consistency in that case means that the scenario with the highest consistency is
the most likely to happen but does not mean that the scenario will happen for sure.
Because of these methods of verification, the scenarios will be revised.
Task 4.4: Storytelling and visualisation
Storytelling and visual recording will be deployed to address emotions, because only things
that effect our emotions will lead to changes. Graphical recording is also perfect to show
results because a picture tells you more than a thousand words.
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Definitions & Abbreviations
BWS

Best Worst

ETCS

European train control system

ERA

European Railway Agency

EU

European Union

FGs

Focus Groups

Impact-1

Further project funded under Shift2Rail

ICT

information and communications technology

PRM

Person with reduce mobility

PSC

Project Steering Committee

RUT

Random utility theory

SP

Stated Preference survey

S2R

Shift2Rail

T.X

Project Task

WP

Work Package
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1 Introduction
1.1

Background NEAR2050

The increasing population is a fact today. Cities will become megacities and sprawl to
unprecedented levels. The demographic changes that we are experiencing will continue and
will greatly influence people’s mobility.
To achieve these changes the current systems that are in place must be changed. People
will require a different mentality and will be able to choose different means of transport for
their mobility. Passenger services will have to deal with increasing numbers of people with
specific mobility needs. The question is what means of transport will they choose? What are
the keys to attract more passengers to use these services? In terms of freight; how will the
needs of freight services change in the next few decades? How can the existing freight
services change to suit the demands that these new urban conglomerations will place on
them? What are the most important influence variables for them?
Whatever systems are put in place must cover aspects such as, efficiency, affordability,
quality, comfort, accessibility, punctuality and reliability, flexibility, information and value for
money. These long-term needs and expectations need to be analysed to get a better
understanding. However, it is equally important to analyse megatrends and future scenarios
as railway passengers and freight services will form the backbone of the transport system,
linking major urban hubs and feeding into multi-modal local transport networks.
The railway industry, one of the most long-term oriented industries existing, is now facing the
faster and faster life cycles of its most competitive transport mode, the road transport sector
and its related technologies. The competitive situation of the rail industry is suffering from its
lack of flexibility and from the far better “client orientation” of other modes. To overcome such
a backlog the rail industry has to anticipate trends and developments at an earlier stage and
has to adjust its system accordingly.
Thanks to Shift2Rail which is the first European rail joint technology initiative to seek focused
research and innovation (R&I) and market-driven solutions by accelerating the integration of
new and advanced technologies into innovative rail product solutions. Shift2Rail will promote
the competitiveness of the European Rail Industry and will meet the changing EU transport
needs. The NEAR2050 project is aligned with the objectives of Shift2Rail and will ensure that
the results can be used in further research in this programme.
The Shift2Rail initiative together with its Multi-Annual Action Plan (MAAP) is one major step
in this direction to better meet their customers’ requirements and adjust the railway transport
service and product to their needs.
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A methodology based on citizen participation will be applied to get a better understanding of
their problems, opinions and perceptions in terms of mobility in the railway sector, looking
from the points of view of both the workers and the users.
The aim is to understand what the current requirements of railway users are and how they
will affect future railway use. Will it be through evolving user needs or through the changing
characteristics of the railways? This is the challenge being addressed by the NEAR 2050
project.
Public transport users looking for mobility solutions have different needs, different wishes
and requirements, and their trends in future demand will change in different ways. The age of
travellers, their willingness to pay for mobility, the demand in service quality and the relation
of travel time should be considered.
First, we have to contact with the principal customers for the rail sector and talk with them
about their perspectives about the sector and their demands. Then we must select and order
the most important influence variables for each group. After that we should ask these people
about that influence variables and how do they influence in their choice. This is made
through SP surveys. We must ask about present and future needs. All of this will help us to
develop future most realistic scenarios.
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1.2

Document Structure

This document is divided in 5 main sections.
The first one presents a brief introduction of this deliverable, describing a brief resume that
was carried out in WP4 to develop this report.
The second section describes the methodology followed for the realization of Deliverable
D4.1 and then that is followed by Section 3, a summary of trends and influencing factors as
principal results of D4.1 and the input from other WPs so far.
The 4th section gives a perspective of the following exploitation description and an outlook on
ongoing actions, section 5 “annex” includes the table of trends and influencing factors of
project NEAR2050.
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2 Methodology
This chapter shall describe the methodology that is used for the first phase of trend analysis,
the identification of trends and influencing factors and how these trends can be identified and
shall give a brief explaining what trends and influencing factors in general are.

Figure 1: phases of trend analysis

Trend analysis aims to get a future perspective of the research object and for that beside
Mega-trends, that cannot be rejected and influence every part of our life in different matters
and characteristics it´s the challenge to find and describe influencing factors out of these
Mega-trends and connect it to the surveyed issue.

2.1
2.1.1

General Methodology
Trends

A Trend is a general development or change in a situation or in the way that people are
behaving. To identify trends, it is necessary to classify different types of trends. The following
figure shows a typology of these trends.
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Figure 2: trend areas1

When defining trend types, the following classification can be given:
Metatrends
•

Combine or contradict megatrends

•

They show directions in which a part of the world is moving in a long-term perspective

•

Same as the basic megatrends: half-value period of 20-50 years

Megatrends
•

Deep impact and sustainable global trends, that influence the social and technological
changes

•

Considers all possible areas in life (consume, politics, values, etc.)

•

half-value period of 20-50 years

1

Source: Horx/Huber/Steinle/Wenzel 2007
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Consumer trends and social-cultural trends
•

Middle term changes, which are dominated by the attitude to life of people being in a
social transformation process

•

These trends are mainly in the consumer and product world representative

•

Half-value period of 5 - 8 years

Product and fashion trends
•

Ephemeral, incidental and marketing steered phenomena

•

Half-value period of 0,5 years

During the trend analysis, all types of trends will be considered and observed, leading to the
projects` topic related influencing factors.

2.1.2

Influencing factors

Influencing factors are derivations of trends related to the projects` issue.
In this phase, the system is defined and delineated. In the case of this study, the focus is on
the rail sector with no particular focus but a focus on all stakeholders of the rail system, both
passenger and freight. The starting point is data and facts from the present (2016/17) and
already recognizable developments and trends.
When choosing the factors of influence, it is essential to consider only those influencing
factors, which will have a significant influence on the development of the rail sector until 2050
and will continue to be important in the future in 2050. The areas for influencing factors are
complex in complex topics such as the future of automation for example. This results in the
need for a consolidation and consolidation of similar influencing factors to be carried out in
order to make the complexity of the system manageable.

2.2

Methodology used in the qualitative research of D4.1

To scope with the designated goals of D4.1, several sources for identification of trends and
influencing factors has been used. It was important to start with participation activities of
stakeholders right from the beginning to support the achievement of results from previous
research activities.
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2.2.1

Secondary research

This consulting process began with a thorough review of the state of the art (to find existent
influence variables and key factors), followed by an initial identification of the determinant
variables in the behaviour of the agents involved in the European railway field (both
passenger and goods transport).
In a second stage a secondary research of Mega-trends and trends relevant for the research
issue was carried out by using enquiry of trend reports, trend conferences, all media
channels, monitoring of relevant indicators, the non-directional search (scanning) for signs of
influential developments. Relevant influencing factors were identified by using this kind of
trend scouting/monitoring.
These trend reports are related to rail as well as all modes of transport and other specific
topics like societal and environmental changes, technology and digitalization trends and
trends in economics.

References of studies and sources that had been reviewed:
•

Transport 2050 (European Commission)

•

World economic forum publications

•

World health organization publications

•

Foster Rail publications (Report 2016)

•

ERRAC publication (e.g. Freight roadmap 2012)

•

ERTRAC publications (e.g. automated driving roadmap)

•

SESAR publications (e.g. European ATM Master plan 2015)

•

Transport related funding project reports (e.g. Spider +)

•

Trend research institutions (e.g. www.zukunftsinstitut.de)

2.2.2

Trend cards:

Trend cards are sets of trends and their description, how these trends will influence different
aspects of future shaping. The IITR as a trend analysis institute creates and uses this trend
cards in the first phase of trend analysis as a trend pool to identify possible areas of trend
research.
These trend cards were also used in the internal expert workshops to select trends that will
affect the rail sector and lead to related influencing factors.
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Figure 3: Trend card example

2.2.3

Internal expert workshops

To combine the secondary study with the perspective of stakeholders and experts,
NEAR2050 arranged several internal expert workshops with project partners employees and
students to add and precise the rail related trends and influencing factors.
First workshop with rolling stock experts took place on December 13th, 2016 in Dessau,
Germany, the 2nd workshop on Jan. 16th, 2017 in Wiesbaden, the 3rd workshop on Jan. 20th,
2017 in Wiesbaden, all Germany.

The following topics were covered within these workshops:
Advancements in rolling stock
- axle loads
- new materials
- double stack
Power supply
- future ideas
Freight
- distribution of goods
- ports and shunting
Regulations
- standardisation
- interoperability
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- regulatory bottlenecks
Passenger trains
- advancements in passenger trains
- improvements for the whole journey
Use of Big Data analyses
- wear and tear
Operations planning
- moving blocks
- free float
- Improving reliability and punctuality
- diagnosis and maintenance
- use of sensors
Safety & Security
- safety for passengers
Environmental aspects
- reducing emissions
- general railway trends and challenges
- future infrastructure developments

Details in results can be seen in deliverable D4.2 of NEAR2050.

2.2.4

Innovation platform

To raise attraction for NEAR2050 and the trend analysis for rail an idea challenge was raised
throughout the innovation and crowdsourcing platform “neurovation.net”. In this challenge
users were asked for their vision of the future related to mobility and especially rail.
The research approach started with a task-position “how the future rail system will look like
and what future trends will affect rail the most.
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Figure 4: Screenshot innovation and crowdsourcing platform "neurovation" – submission phase

Participants were able to upload their ideas and concept of future rail and its services to the
innovation and crowdsourcing platform. All ideas were elaborated and rated. The best
structured concept won prices like shopping vouchers.
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Figure 5: Screenshot innovation and crowdsourcing platform "neurovation" – concept phase
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Figure 6: Screenshot innovation and crowdsourcing platform "neurovation" – concept descriptions

All these concepts are part of the overall summary of trends and influencing factors for the
first phase of identification of trends and influencing factors for the rail sector.

3 Influencing factors, trends and customer requirements
3.1

Influencing factors and trends from qualitative research
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The secondary research of Mega-trends and trends relevant for the research, using enquiry
of trend reports, trend conferences, all media channels, monitoring of relevant indicators, the
non-directional search (scanning) for signs of influential developments, the research of
trends by expert workshops and innovation platform posted around 400 influencing factors
and were organized in different criteria:

Table 1: criteria and colour coding for table of trends and influencing factors of NEAR2050

Criteria

colour coding

“cost”
“ecologic”
“governance/law”
“ICT”
“lifestyle”
“operation”
“policy”
“productivity/competitiveness”
“social”
“environmental”
“socio-economic”
“Technical”
“usability/services”

To have a good understanding a colour coding was defined for every criteria.
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Table 2: table of trends and influencing factors of NEAR2050

The complete list with all influencing factors is attached in ANNEX I: list of influencing factors
and trends.

4 Further exploitation of results
Deliverable D4.1 has to be seen as a summary of Mega-trends and trends relevant for the
research issue by using enquiry of trend reports, trend conferences, all media channels,
monitoring of relevant indicators, the non-directional search (scanning) for signs of influential
developments, and relevant influencing factors as well as a summary out of stakeholder
research participation in identifying trends and influencing factors by adding and evaluating
the identified trends in workshops and innovation and crowdsourcing platform.

These trends and influencing factors are ordered in a rough structure to start with the second
phase of the trend and influencing factors identification. In that sense the table of trends and
influencing factors of NEAR2050 has to be seen as an intermediate result of trend analysis
first phase of NEAR2050. This rough structure is a basis for the set-up of questionnaires for
expert interviews, focus groups and online surveys that will be created. In this second phase
the summary of around 400 trends and influencing factors will be evaluated. The rough
structure is also a first summarization with the goal to get a workable number of so called
“mega-influencing factors” for the ongoing research.
These evaluations will be results of D4.2, that evaluates the in D4.1 identified influencing
factors and trends by
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-

Expert interviews
Focus groups
Online surveys
Internal expert workshops
Conferences

and adds additional trends and influencing factors from the research activities above. After
that, the influencing factors are summarised, and ongoing trend analysis is established.
The rough structure is also a first summarisation with the goal to get a workable number of
so called “mega-influencing factors” for the ongoing research.
In the following trend analysis phases stakeholders will be confronted with selected specific
influencing factors and a future perspective as an aggregation of these mini-scenarios will be
“designed”.
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5 Summary of annexes
Annex I:

table of trends and influencing factors of NEAR2050
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Annex I: table of trends and influencing factors of NEAR2050

Criteria

colour coding

“cost”
“ecologic”
“governance/law”
“ICT”
“lifestyle”
“operation”
“policy”
“productivity/competitiveness”
“social”
“environmental”
“socio-economic”
“Technical”
“usability/services”

no.

influencing factor/trends

description/meaning

criteria

273
281

Weight savings due to lightweight construction
Many infrastructure projects are slowly implemented

wind forces are the limiting factor
economic effects can only be noticed late or
not at all

Cost
Cost
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282

Expansion projects need to be accelerated

283

Cost

361
362
363
364

Retention/upkeep of single wagon loads important to keep
rail freight services
Cost reduction in single wagon loads
Peak oil, calculation every couple of years, shortly before
publishing, oil prices go up
Autonomous trains - Wage of train driver only small in
relation to total costs
comparison flight to 1. class train
Trend to low-cost carriers
Working on a flight vs working on a train
security checks could be soon in place for train rides

365

Image of flying vs. taking the train

Cost/Comfort

371

Road Freight - lack of drivers, wages go up in Eastern
Europe
Demands on the drivers go up in the sector of high quality
logistics
Environmental/Safety awareness

Costs/Social

286
384
392

372
10
67

68

Technological solutions allow the reduction of energy
consumption and environmental pollution of transport
modes
The provision of modern infrastructure solutions (including
infrastructure technologies such as signalling, etc.) allows
the running of safer and energy saving transport services

economic effects

Cost

Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost/Comfort
Cost/Comfort
Cost/Comfort
Cost/Comfort

Costs/Social
awareness that environment is not an
unlimited resource

ecologic
ecologic

ecologic
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69

Innovative business models and specific regulations
enhance the spread of eco-friendly transport modes.

70

CO2-free city logistics

71

eco-friendliness

72

customer responsiveness

73

overall environmental sustainability

127

Dealing with climate change

ecologic

through technical advances and regulation
and efficient management of links between
long range and last mile, will foster better
performance for door-to-door multimodal
chains
a new generation of private vehicles:
connected, shared, driverless, with extended
range and autonomous driving; represent
characteristic elements for the vehicles of the
future
of the transport chains

ecologic

ecologic

ecologic

ecologic

From increased heat and more intense rainfall ecologic
to rising sea levels and biodiversity loss,
societies around the world are already
experiencing the physical impacts of climate
change. But the social and economic
responses to climate change will also have a
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significant impact.
150

clean air

160

Ecosystems in decline

163

Environmental impacts of climate change

175

The energy transformation

ecologic

Ecosystems provide the essential goods and ecologic
services that sustain human and non-human
life. Everything from the purification of air and
water to the provision of food, fuel and fibre
depends on them. But their health is being
systematically undermined by changes in
land-use, pollution, habitat loss, climate
change and poor land management
Greenhouse gas emissions from human
ecologic
activity are changing the Earth’s climate. The
mid-range estimate for the next twenty years
is an average global warming of 0.2ºC per
decade, according to the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). This
equates to a potential total increase of over
1.3ºC by 2040 compared to 1850-1900
Demand for energy is increasing, the
ecologic
availability of fuel sources is changing, and a
massive shift toward low carbon energy is
required to keep climate change within
internationally agreed 'safe' limits. The
pressure to transform current energy systems
is therefore intense, and there is a discernible
move away from centralized models run
mainly on fossil fuels, towards decentralized
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193

Energy efficiency

200
209
210

extreme weather events
Ecologic footprint of materials and recycling becomes
more important
sustainable land-use

211
221

Demand for green products
greening

230

sustainability

253

green economy

266

sustainable consumption - fair trade products (ethical
consumption)
Problems in environmental protection, locally not solved,
CO2 certificates are being bought from someplace else
Inter-modal train is empty on the return, truck can be
better for the environment

377
378

ones using renewable energy.
Smart grids and the rise of digital technologies
have added momentum to the transition. A
low-carbon, smart, decentralized energy
system would be more resilient, and would
allow more people access to clean, cheap
energy – particularly in rural areas of the
Global South.
represent characteristic elements for the
ecologic
vehicles of the future
see climate change
ecologic
ecologic
Degradation of bio-systems and loss of
biodiversity need for sustainable land-use
the process of becoming more active about
protecting the environment

ecologic
ecologic
ecologic

careful handling of resources and the
ecologic
environment; patchwork existence with
several activities
Green Economy is understood to be a method ecologic
of economic sustainability, economic
profitability and social inclusion
customers are willing to pay more
ecologic
ecologic
ecologic
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7

EU enlargement/implementation – East/West no barriers

8
28
29

93

EU centralized decision making
Coordinated national government commitment & action
Liberalization and harmonization of transport and logistics
sectors
Substantial public/private investment
Decaying infrastructure
Lack of public support for rail
Nationalism/Protectionism
Improved coordination and management of (international)
train paths
territorial planning supports the European Mobility policies
- space planning
corridors, entry points and inland nodes

118

internalization of road transport negative externalities

31
37
38
39
60
89

process of expanding the European Union
(EU) through the accession of new member
states
EU as a centralized, unitary state

e.g. rusting railroad tracks

tending to a better utilization of the available
space/resources
EU Commission wants to concentrate
investments and governance innovation in
order to build up the expected core network
The first level is represented by the EU entry
points and the interconnections between
corridors playing as major gateways. The
second level is represented by the major
traffic attraction zones with their hubs, freight
villages and other infrastructures serving
geographical areas with high traffic
generation. The third level is represented by
relatively minor traffic areas with city hubs,
smart hubs and industrial sidings.
a specific fuel price policy and the
implementation of targeted policy measures
able to stimulate the use of intermodal

governance/law

governance/law
governance/law
governance/law
governance/law
governance/law
governance/law
governance/law
governance/law
governance/law
governance/law

governance/law
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transport
126
130

131
132

EU wide standardization of information procedure and
ticketing
free trade agreements

166

No more conventionally-fuelled cars in cities
standardized quality, safety and security management
harmonized across all Europe
Global governance

195
196

urban accessibility
social inclusion

governance/law
A free-trade area is the region encompassing
a trade bloc whose member countries have
signed a free-trade agreement (FTA). Such
agreements involve cooperation between at
least two countries to reduce trade barriers –
import quotas and tariffs – and to increase
trade of goods and services with each other.
it`s not allowed to drive in cities by car

governance/law

governance/law
governance/law

According to the Global Challenges
governance/law
Foundation, action to reform global institutions
has reached a stalemate. This is draining the
legitimacy of agenda setters like the UN,
WTO, IMF, UNFCCC, G-20, and their power
to influence world events is declining.
Decentralization of power to cities, regions,
businesses and social media communities
has further weakened the standing of the
world’s foremost global institutions. Yet many
organizations and individuals still expect them
to solve the world’s most pressing issues,
including international conflicts, climate
change and resource scarcity.
governance/law
at European level, the integration dimension
governance/law
in social inclusion and social protection
policies be strengthened
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218

259

373
51

54
59
64

66

Harmonized passenger rights

Harmonized passenger compensation
governance/law
arrangements that are applicable if services
are cancelled or delayed and which can
function in cross border situations will become
more important as European integration
progresses.
laws and regulations
Generally, trend towards stronger laws and
governance/law
standards, especially in the direction of
sustainability
legal aspects not yet solved for autonomous vehicles
governance/law
Implementation of smart ICT management systems for the
ICT
cooperation between actors and for
dispatching/deployment of operational resources
Increased usage and availability of mobile devices (online
ICT
& GPS)
IT systems combining operational real time information
ICT
Standardization and unified operational rules
the traditional functional split between
ICT
infrastructure along the tracks and the trains
will change with increasing computing
capabilities. The amount of needed
infrastructure elements is going to decrease,
at the same time as the remaining network
elements as well as the rolling stocks will
become more and more intelligent in terms of
computing power, communication and safety
capabilities
ICT-tool driven transport services able to facilitate
see intermodality
ICT
connections between modes at nodes, in order to foster
the use of inter and multimodal transport (freight) and a
plurality of passenger transport services
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80

state of the art “Infotainment” in trains

as used in air transport

81

Sophisticated customer relationship management (CRM)

88

Advanced technologies are operating for securing both
cargo protection, customs, sanitary controls, as well as
track and trace

94
102

electronic tagging and tracking
real time information for emergency response

using ICT and big data is part of a successful ICT
business model in which privacy concerns of
the customers are respected
Electronic seals are applied at origin and
ICT
checked at the entry points into the Union by
relevant gates systems without human
intervention. Technology boxes applied to
wagons carrying not unitized special cargos
are capable of giving information via GSMR of
their position, travelling conditions
temperature
ICT
autonomous signals, alarms
ICT

103

technology box on wagon

e-freight, e-customs, e-seals, RFID

116

Internet of Things

117

Augmented Reality

The Internet of things (stylized Internet of
ICT
Things or IoT) is the internetworking of
physical devices, vehicles (also referred to as
"connected devices" and "smart devices"),
buildings, and other items embedded with
electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and
network connectivity that enable these objects
to collect and exchange data
Augmented reality (AR) is a live direct or
ICT
indirect view of a physical, real-world
environment whose elements are augmented
(or supplemented) by computer-generated

ICT

ICT
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135

intelligent infrastructure

136

train to train communication

137

train to track communication

140

cyber security

151
168

connected people
Hyper connectivity

sensory input such as sound, video, graphics
or GPS data.
condition monitoring, sensoring to provide a
running commentary of the infrastructures
status
exchange data of train status e.g. optimize
time table in real time
status of infrastructure

ICT

ICT
ICT

Computer security, also known as
ICT
cybersecurity or IT security, is the protection
of computer systems from the theft or damage
to the hardware, software or the information
on them, as well as from disruption or
misdirection of the services they provide.
It includes controlling physical access to the
hardware, as well as protecting against harm
that may come via network access, data and
code injection, and due to malpractice by
operators, whether intentional, accidental, or
due to them being tricked into deviating from
secure procedures.
The field is of growing importance due to the
increasing reliance on computer systems and
the Internet in most societies, wireless
networks such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi – and
the growth of "smart" devices, including
smartphones, televisions and tiny devices as
part of the Internet of Things
ICT
Billions of people now live in a networked
ICT
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174

Smart everything

179

Ubiquity of data

181
191

cross border information systems
V2I communication

world. No matter whether you’re from Africa or
South East Asia, New York or Shanghai, you
can buy a relatively cheap internet-enabled
device and join a global online community.
And with the number of these devices set to
increase in future, it’s a community that will
only keep on growing.
Advances in digital and networking
ICT
technology, sensors and new materials are
making many aspects of our physical contexts
responsive to environmental stimuli and
creating new interactions between people and
objects – known as the Internet of Things.
Smart ways of connecting our behaviours to
the physical realms we interact which could
improve the efficiency of systems such as
energy, healthcare and transportation and our
quality of life.
In recent years the amount of data being
ICT
produced has massively increased, and new
digital technologies have resulted in
exponential leaps in computing power. As a
result, the use of big data analytics over the
next decade is likely to become far more
powerful and sophisticated, with significant
positive and negative implications.
ICT
vehicle to infrastructure - communication
ICT

192

V2V communication

vehicle to vehicle – communication

ICT
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197

sharing of information

220
231

increased security needs
digitalization of all areas of life: mobile phones are in the
focus

232

social media as a communication channel

233

paradigm change in data privacy

242

security for data privacy (Big Data)

254

big data

267

enterprise resource planning system (IT)

between data systems

basis for receiving offers via the cloud;
convenience and simplicity, delivery to the
door, long opening hours, time saving, multichannel distribution, all-round care packages
real-time communication with the customer;
Social media of the future gives vendors the
opportunity to adapt their products adaptively
and automatically.
transparent markets and logistics
people release their personal data and usage
data for an everyday analysis and prognosis;
period of life markets boom
the customer must know that his / her data is
well received by the seller; Big Data means
"Big Responsibility" - more interaction with
customers promotes the compulsion to more
transparency, responsibility and better
performance
means data that is too large or too complex,
or too fast to be interpreted with manual and
classical methods of data processing;
Application e.g. Advertising, based on data on
internet and handheld usage
influence on the complexity of the IT system

ICT
ICT
ICT

ICT

ICT

ICT

ICT

ICT
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A more appealing image for rail transportation

it`s cool to go by rail

lifestyle

35

Consumer attitudes and behaviours that ignore
environmental concerns
Car as a status symbol

opposite of greening

lifestyle

more capacity for freight trains, less overtaking, less
energy consumption
Corridors don't consider individual lines

Capacity in the corridor as a whole is very
positive
When corridors are being looked at, greater
effects
Greater effects as a whole

36

278
279
280
287

289
293
296

Separate lines have a greater impact than changes on
rolling stock
Additional line only for freight to avoid extra costs for a
separate high-speed line

Separate tracks - crash standards could change
Increase in payload ranging from 30–200%
Trend towards double-deck coaches

lifestyle

Operation
Operation
Operation
Operation

increased clearance gauge, double-deck and

Operation
Operation
Operation
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special clearance gauge
299

311
319

Passenger traffic, InterCity and high-speed trains, run on
same tracks
If freight and passenger trains are on separate lines, less
braking would be necessary
Separation of high frequent lines, by pass
Individual track access charges

326

Improvement of single wagons

Operation

330
332
338
360

Capacity increase not likely on side lines
Connecting of ports
has to be improved
current discussion: wagon load vs. inter-modal
Autonomous driving - Traffic management systems
control speed
clocking/frequency sometimes not ideal - below 10 min,
acceptable for most passengers
EU-funding - often trend-driven, e.g. EU tenders/proposals

Operation
Operation
Operation
Operation

EU-funding - often harbours, infrastructure
EU-wise turn towards other transport subjects and more
focus on road
short intervals

Policy
Policy

310

370
379
380
381
1

Operation
Operation

Relation of track access charges, possible
due to assignment of single vehicles, use of
big data, wear and tear of vehicles and
infrastructure possible

shorten the intervals of train connections

Operation
Operation

Operation
Policy

Productivity/
Competitiveness
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24

Supply Chains Integration

25

Cargo Mobility Increased Demand Concentration

26

on freight villages on national and international corridors

27

inter modality

33

Co-operative business environment

Supply chain integration is a close alignment
and coordination within a supply chain, often
with the use of shared management
information systems. A supply chain is made
up of all parties involved in fulfilling a
purchase, including raw materials,
manufacturing the product, transporting
completed items and supporting services.
These are concerned with the distribution of
freight to satisfy consumption and
manufacturing requirements. They are mostly
linked to transport terminals, distribution
centres and retail outlets. However, the
growth of online transactions involves more
freight movements being carried to residential
areas
a defined area within which all activities
relating to transport, logistics and distribution
of goods, both for national and International
transit

Productivity/
Competitiveness

the coordinated/organized usage of more than
one transport mode for a journey. This means
that there is a scheduling/
ticketing/commercial agreement between the
interested transport operators.
a business model which responds to the
needs of all stakeholders; employees,
customers, suppliers, the local community, the
environment and future generations, as well
as investors

Productivity/
Competitiveness

Productivity/
Competitiveness

Productivity/
Competitiveness

Productivity/
Competitiveness
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40

Non-interoperable systems

41

Resistance to change from national rail operators

43

45

Efficient service offerings geared to “base loads” of
shippers and LSPs
Inter-connected network of services to ensure a large
geographic coverage for clients
Truck-competitive reliability and consistency of services

46

Road-competitive door-to-door costs

48

Horizontal collaboration of rail freight and intermodal
service providers
Industrialized production of services

44

50

opposite of intermodality

see intermodality
see supply chain

see supply chain
service provision as an industrial process,
subject to industrial optimization procedures

58

Increased infrastructure investment for dedicated rail
freight corridors

62

High performance hubs and nodes in transport chains

see supply chain

65

asset management approach

focus on lowest whole life-cycle cost

74

integrated/local supply chains

75

collaborative business models

development of new forms of collaboration
and competition
will define the future shape of the sector and
influence its competitiveness and potential in
terms of efficiency in the use of resources

Productivity/
Competitiveness
Productivity/
Competitiveness
Productivity/
Competitiveness
Productivity/
Competitiveness
Productivity/
Competitiveness
Productivity/
Competitiveness

Productivity/
Competitiveness
Productivity/
Competitiveness
Productivity/
Competitiveness

Productivity/
Competitiveness
Productivity/
Competitiveness
Productivity/
Competitiveness
Productivity/
Competitiveness
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79

multimodal access points

91

service integration by extensive collaborative models

99

predictive maintenance

104

operators cooperative approach

107

Management tools

to support door-to-door transport chains

Productivity/
Competitiveness
either through vertical or horizontal integration Productivity/
processes such as space sharing, slot sharing Competitiveness
on regular scheduled trains deriving
proportionate benefits and costs savings. The
freight operators are managing traffic volumes
in economies of scale. They compete for
costs and services in the market place, but
they cooperate if and when necessary for
optimizing the available carrying capacity,
avoiding empty running or unused trains
space.
Predictive maintenance (PdM) techniques are Productivity/
designed to help determine the condition of in- Competitiveness
service equipment in order to predict when
maintenance should be performed. This
approach promises cost savings over routine
or time-based preventive maintenance,
because tasks are performed only when
warranted.
The main promise of predictive maintenance
is to allow convenient scheduling of corrective
maintenance, and to prevent unexpected
equipment failures. The key is "the right
information in the right time". By knowing
which equipment needs maintenance,
maintenance work can be better planned
(spare parts, people, etc.)
see supply chain
Productivity/
Competitiveness
consistent with the new operational
Productivity/
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108

Logistics engineering

141

real time traffic management

144

condition and risk-based maintenance

146

satellite positioning systems

159

Distributed manufacturing

industrialized and collaborative models
support the operations beyond company
boundaries.
allows exploiting value chain potential and
capturing new markets

Competitiveness

Productivity/
Competitiveness

manage traffic flow in real time

Productivity/
Competitiveness
see predictive maintenance
Productivity/
Competitiveness
provides geolocation and time information to a Productivity/
GPS receiver in all weather conditions,
Competitiveness
anywhere on or near the Earth where there is
an unobstructed line of sight to four or more
GPS satellites. The GPS system operates
independently of any telephonic or internet
reception, though these technologies can
enhance the usefulness of the GPS
positioning information
Digitized methods of fabrication are
Productivity/
decentralizing manufacture, with implications Competitiveness
for the materials needed and where they
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come from. Could this mean supply chains
generate less waste, with new opportunities
for local economies?
The manufacturing industry is expected to
increase its production for higher
technological components
There is a clear trend towards specialization
and use of large scale production units
located in places where competitive
production costs can deliver a competitive
advantage.

182

Increased production of higher valued products

Productivity/
Competitiveness

183

Specialization leads to bigger production units and
centralized depots

184

Increased competition and liberalization of the European
railway market

Freight deregulation is a reality

Productivity/
Competitiveness

185

Containerization and unitized cargo

play in favour of co-modality

Productivity/
Competitiveness

198

virtualization

allows more dynamic resource allocation

219

Interconnectivity between systems

234

customization

Productivity/
Competitiveness

Productivity/
Competitiveness
e.g. ticketing and information systems across Productivity/
all operators, modes and territories
Competitiveness
No mass promotion, but life support;
Productivity/
Personalized services exactly there and then, Competitiveness
when needed, on-demand; Needs more data
points for data exchange with customers;
Means an increasing differentiation of the
offer for customers; But limits the
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243

crowdsourcing to expand a product portfolio - let take part

257

renovation cycles in static trading are becoming shorter
and shorter

258

lack of qualified personnel

261

declining consumer prices, pricing pressure

382

high competition on rail, cheap diesel prices

individualization - man likes to join groups;
comeback of the vending machines
use customer feedback to make
improvements of the own offers (e.g. Open
Innovation)

Productivity/
Competitiveness

investment costs are rising as a result of
changing customer needs (variety and
entertainment)
struggle for the best workforce; pressure on
internal training; demographic change leads to
a scarcity of the resource talent

Productivity/
Competitiveness

strong pricing pressure - cut-throat
competition

Productivity/
Competitiveness

Productivity/
Competitiveness

Productivity/
Competitiveness
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383

Diesel prices will go up, thus also the truck prices

Productivity/
Competitiveness

385

Safety demands in rail go up, more as in other transport
modes

inconsistency between deaths in road vs rail

Productivity/
Competitiveness

12

Increased Mobility/increased risk

increasing mobility also means increased risk
to security of computing systems, data and
the welfare of the very businesses that use
mobile

security

353

The type of car is changing – trending towards bigger
“SUV”

Social

354

changes in the travel behaviour, geographically diversified

Social

356

time often more important than costs for public transport
users

Social

366

Status symbols are changing

Social
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367

traffic research - less people have a driver license

Social

396

Food services on the train

still important for many customers

Social

351

Personal CO2 certificates for train rides

Big effect could be subtracted from road toll

Social/
Environmental

375

Emissions - CO2 per ton, rather figure head/poster child

Social/
Environmental

376

Noise emissions important aspect, possibility of ban on
night-time driving

Social/
Environmental
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3

information services for users

colour control systems, scoreboards,
social-economic
announcements, personal information by train
conductor

9
11

Progressive Urbanization
the shift from a rural to an urban society
socio-economic
Increased Wealth/Purchasing Power – No-War generation Changes in a consumer's wealth cause
socio-economic
changes in the amounts and distribution of his
or her consumption

16

From Oil to Energy multi-production/sourcing

Energy management includes planning and
operation of energy production and energy
consumption units. Objectives are resource
conservation, climate protection and cost
savings, while the users have permanent
access to the energy they need

socio-economic
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17

Energy conservation

Energy conservation refers to the reducing of
energy consumption through using less of an
energy service. Energy conservation differs
from efficient energy use, which refers to
using less energy for a constant service

socio-economic

21

Industry Delocalization

22

Industry Clusters Restructuring

By 'localization of industries' is meant the
socio-economic
tendency on the part of industries to be
concentrated in regions which are most suited
for their development; Delocalization consists
of separating fabrication areas and
transformation products areas of
consummation country. The production is
delocalized in other countries and thus the
phenomenon of delocalization offers
employment to foreign people. That is why
increase of unemployment in developed
countries is explained by delocalization
Industry clusters are groups of similar and
socio-economic
related firms in a defined geographic area that
share common markets, technologies, worker
skill needs, and which are often linked by
buyer-seller relationships.
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23

EU towards Post Industrial Service Society

the post-industrial society is the stage of
society's development when the service
sector generates more wealth than the
manufacturing sector of the economy.

socio-economic

32

Wide public support for rail

42

Underinvestment

lack of money for investments in rail

socio-economic

77

rising traffic demand

socio-economic

86

new markets for freight

freight transport is projected to increase, by
around 40% to 2030 (compared to 2005) and
by slightly over 80% by 2050. Passenger
traffic is projected to grow by 34% to 2030
and 51% by 2050.
perishable, reefer, fruits & vegetables,
temperature controlled

114

car sharing

as a part of last mile concepts and multimodality

socio-economic

125
128

stations as the place for co-modal integration and for
locating value added services
demographic shifts

148

life-long-learning

socio-economic

socio-economic

socio-economic
people are getting older and because of that
there are more older customers available

socio-economic

Lifelong learning is the "ongoing, voluntary,

socio-economic
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149
152

Globalization
Urbanization

153

demand for mobility

154

Ageing world

and self-motivated"[1] pursuit of knowledge
for either personal or professional reasons.
Therefore, it not only enhances social
inclusion, active citizenship, and personal
development, but also self-sustainability, as
well as competitiveness and employability.
leads to more international trade
The population around bigger cities in many
European countries is growing creating highly
dense populated areas; Decreasing numbers
of passengers in rural areas
People have moved from the countryside to
cities for millennia, but the speed and scale in
which urbanization is happening today
present a blend of challenges and
opportunities.
Although urbanization has peaked in the
global north and slowed in mega-cities, it
continues apace in low and middle-income
countries. In the future much of the growth in
the urban population will likely take place in
mid-size cities in Asia and Africa. Large-scale
migrations from rural areas will power much of
this growth, with natural population increases
also contributing to it.
A growing global population, increasing
affluence and urban sprawl, and declining
transport costs are pushing the demand for
mobility upwards
In many countries people are living longer and
having fewer children – an unprecedented
global demographic transition. While

socio-economic
socio-economic

socio-economic

socio-economic
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156

Business in society

157

Changing workforce

158

Circular economy

161

Emerging civil society

population ageing is most prevalent in affluent
countries such as Europe and Japan, it is
increasingly apparent in developing countries
in the middle-income bracket too – particularly
China and smaller
Companies are growing in their influence over
society – to the point where some
transnational companies are now more
economically powerful than certain countries.
The shift toward smaller government through
greater outsourcing of public services in some
parts of the world has bolstered this trend.
Working lives are changing as a result of
demographic and global economic shifts,
technological advancements and an
increased ease of migration for certain levels
of skill and education. Automation will require
business and industry to rethink everything
from manufacture and logistics to decisionmaking at the highest level
‘The circular economy’ describes human
value systems which minimize waste by
repurposing by-products and discards. The
unwanted outputs of one value chain become
the feedstock of another, or are fed back into
the original system, creating loops.
Hyper connectivity and social media have
improved access to information and made it
easier for people to organize. At the same
time, many countries are experiencing a crisis
of trust in government and business, and
some governments are now finding it difficult

socio-economic

socio-economic

socio-economic

socio-economic
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162

Empowered consumers

164

Geopolitical instability

165

Global economic shifts

to exercise direct control over civil society,
which is using its new-found power to build
global systems for change.
Consumers now have more choice, more
socio-economic
information at their fingertips, and more
opportunities than ever before to create their
own products and services – a trend that
distributed manufacturing technologies like 3D
printing may well accelerate. The balance of
power is switching from producers and
companies to users, who have an
unprecedented power and ability to force
industry-wide changes with few or no
resources.
Although geopolitical instability has varied
socio-economic
over time, climate change, competition for
scarce resources, state fragility, and
ideological conflicts all threaten to increase
instability in the coming decades. This will
have important implications for global trade,
migration, governance and even population
growth, as well as human wellbeing.
The balance of economic power is shifting.
socio-economic
After almost a century of dominance the US
economy has slipped down the growth
rankings, and its influence over the global
economy is decreasing. Economic growth in
Europe is also sluggish and fragile. Yet many
non-OECD countries – particularly China and
India – are enjoying sustained economic
growth.
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167

Heading for 10 billion

169

Migration

170

Increasing inequality

The world population is projected to continue socio-economic
increasing over the next few decades, albeit
with a steady decline in the actual growth rate
due to plateauing birth rates.
The majority of this growth will occur in the
developing world, particularly sub-Saharan
Africa and India. The developed world will
face its own set of challenges, however,
including declining and ageing populations,
and changing human migration patterns.
Human migration between and within
socio-economic
countries is increasing as a result of global
economic ties, improving global
communications, increasing mobility and
government policy (particularly in the case of
the EU).
Long‐term trends in labour migration show
there is growing pressure for more labour
mobility around the world, mainly due to
changing demographic patterns. Many
developed countries with declining birth-rates
need migrant workers to support their ageing
populations and fill other key shortages in the
workforce; low labour mobility can therefore
stunt these countries’ economic growth,
create fiscal imbalance and degrade the
welfare of the elderly. However, accelerated
mobility can also lead to brain drain and
related labour shortages in migrant origin
countries.
Extreme poverty and the gap between the
socio-economic
global rich and poor is likely to persist and
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172

Resource scarcity

173

Shifting Trade Patterns

176

The female century

potentially worsen over the next 30 years due
to financial crises, fluctuations in food prices,
natural disasters, violent conflict and the lack
of effective government policies for fairer
wealth distribution.
The pressures of population growth, economic socio-economic
growth and climate change are placing
incredible stress on finite, non-renewable
resources such as fossil fuels and minerals.
Demand for these resources will only intensify
as new global actors emerge and join the
competition for the world’s remaining deposits
of minerals and fossil fuels – especially shale
gas and unconventional oil.
Growth in global trade continues to exceed
socio-economic
growth in GDP, and patterns of trade are
shifting. For example, ‘South-South’ trade is
now greater than ‘North-South’ trade.
However, there is uncertainty over whether
the growth in trade will continue – and if it
does start to slow, when that might occur.
Several factors could potentially slow current
growth rates. High commodity and transport
costs could prompt further onshoring, for
example, as seen in the US recently.
shift toward worldwide gender parity is one of socio-economic
the most hopeful long-term trends to have
emerged in recent years. A gradual decline in
patriarchy in many countries means women
are playing a bigger role in public life. The
empowerment of women is also an important
part of achieving development goals –
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something that is increasingly recognized by
governments, business and NGOs.
As the balance of the world economy shifts
and income in Asia and, to a lesser extent,
South America and Africa grows over coming
decades, billions of people will move out of
poverty and into the middle-income classes

177

The Growing Middle Class

178

The informal world

180

Water scarce world

203

Diversification of labour markets

205
206
207
208
212

Decreasing total number of inhabitants (in some countries)
Increasing energy prices
Share of -free energy sources will grow
renewable energy sources, nuclear power?
Scarcity of certain materials with increasing prices
Stronger regulation on impacts with possible health effects Noise, Emissions, EMF, etc.

Formal provision of products and services
such as housing, healthcare, education,
transport and food increasingly coexists with
informal and unregulated systems, especially
in the rapidly growing cities of the Global
South.
Global demand for water is increasing at a
time when the supply and quality is declining.
Population growth, the consumption patterns
of a rapidly expanding global middle class, a
reliance on unsustainable water sources, and
increasing demand from industry and
agriculture are all putting pressure on the
world’s water supplies. In fact, the global
supply of fresh water is arguably insufficient
for today’s population levels – let alone the 9
or 10 billion people who’ll need it by 2050.
new jobs will be defined as a result of future
developments

socio-economic

socio-economic

socio-economic

socio-economic
socio-economic
socio-economic
socio-economic
socio-economic
socio-economic
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213
214
216

knowledge transfer worldwide will be faster
mobility of the workforce will increase
Higher presence of women in the work force

socio-economic
socio-economic
socio-economic

223

Sophistication

255

use instead of possession

256

trend towards smaller households

1 child family as standard, single households
are increasing

socio-economic

260

long-term rising of raw material prices

due to long-term raw material shortages

socio-economic

262

declining saving ratio

consumers spend more

socio-economic

263

purchasing power stagnates

due to tax revenue and cold progression

socio-economic

see migration
More women will travel to work and more
women will expect their own personal
transport. The needs of women concerning
such things as personal security must be
considered and the implications for rail
analysed
Sophistication is in direct conflict with nature. socio-economic
Modern definitions include quality of
refinement — displaying good taste, wisdom
and subtlety rather than crudeness, stupidity
and vulgarity. In the perception of social class,
sophistication can link with concepts such as
status, privilege and superiority
borrowing, exchanging, renting: reuse can
socio-economic
save resources; Not only cars can be shared:
books, tools and clothes are often shared or
exchanged.
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53

standardization of technology

5
14

The data availability in a common format on an electronic
basis (TAP/TAF TSI)
satellite communications
ICT - Internet - Virtual/Social Networks

technical

15

Zero emission-vehicles

a vehicle that emits no tailpipe pollutants from technical
the onboard source of power

18

Modular transport (CTS, Pallets, Swap Bodies,
Procedures)

19

High Speed Rail

20

Gigantic Ships – Both Freight & Passengers

standardized dimensions. They can be loaded technical
and unloaded, stacked, transported efficiently
over long distances, and transferred from one
mode of transport to another—container
ships, rail transport flatcars, and semi-trailer
trucks—without being opened. The handling
system is completely mechanized so that all
handling is done with cranes and special
forklift trucks. All containers are numbered
and tracked using computerized systems.
High-speed rail is a type of rail transport that technical
operates significantly faster than traditional
rail traffic, using an integrated system of
specialized rolling stock and dedicated tracks.
ships for huge number of containers or freight technical
or huge number of passengers

technical
information and communications technology is technical
an umbrella term that includes any
communication device or application,
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30

Lower cost electrified rail

technical

47

technical

78

Deployment and fast extension of use of automaticcoupling wagons
Implementation of effective, cost-moderate production
systems for bundling and split-up of wagon groups
hyper-connected, technologically intelligent world

82

Homologation of trains

83

“Hyperloop” concept

84

coupling trains/wagons based on automatic coupling

85

completely new age in wagons technological construction

New shapes, lighter materials and
technical
components reduce the bogeys weight
allowing higher carrying payloads, mitigated
noise and reduced maintenance requirements

87

modular technical standard wagons

92

energy storage and conservation

97

transparent technical specification for interoperability
(TSIs)
transparent telematics applications for freight subsystems

specialization is achieved through
technical
components or superstructures added to the
standard wagons when needed; ready for
robotic autonomous production
opened up a new horizon for energy recovery technical
using it for shorter distances and last mile
distribution, saving fossil fuels
for standardization
technical

49

98

technical
technical
is simplified across Europe lowering market
technical
entry barriers and freeing market capital
steel capsules that are transported at a speed technical
of 1,220 km/h throughout the length of a lowpressure tube so that frictional resistances are
thereby almost excluded
technical

for standardization

technical
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106

(TAF TSIs)
European industry standards

109
110

Nano technologies
automated rail

111

automated transhipment/loading and unloading

technical

112

underground freight transport systems

technical

113

autonomous shuttles

119

Hybrid Locomotives

120

New designed freight wagons

121
122

Longer and heavier trains
Automation of handling of CT-units

assure interoperable mobility solutions and
their potential scalability
supporting new rail applications
autonomous operation

replace individual car and taxi use; Shuttles
can be ordered and will automatically adjust
routing and connect with public transport
interchanges
A hybrid train is a locomotive, railcar or train
that uses an onboard rechargeable energy
storage system (RESS), placed between the
power source (often a diesel engine prime
mover) and the traction transmission system
connected to the wheels. Since most diesel
locomotives are diesel-electric, they have all
the components of a series hybrid
transmission except the storage battery,
making this a relatively simple prospect.
modular /multi-type, reduced tare weight and
noise reduction

technical
technical
technical

technical

technical

technical
technical
technical
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123
129

Automatic centre buffer coupling
digitalization

133

electromobility

138
139

convoying and dynamic coupling
renewable energy resources

142

novel materials

e.g. foam metal, graphene and increase use
of recycled material

technical

143

modularization of components

e.g. wagons, container

technical

145

self-healing materials

147

human-machine interfaces

Self-healing materials are artificial or
technical
synthetically-created substances that have the
built-in ability to automatically repair damage
to themselves without any external diagnosis
of the problem or human intervention.
The user interface (UI), in the industrial design technical
field of Human–Computer Interaction, is the
space where interactions between humans
and machines occur. The goal of this
interaction is to allow effective operation and
control of the machine from the human end,
whilst the machine simultaneously feeds back
information that aids the operators' decisionmaking process

Integration of digital technologies into
everyday life by the digitization of everything
that can be digitized
Electro mobility (or e-Mobility) represents the
concept of using electric powertrain
technologies, in-vehicle information, and
communication technologies
green energy

technical
technical

technical

technical
technical
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155

Augmented humans

171

Perceptions of science and technology

186
187

condition monitoring
cybercars

188

personal rapid transit

Bionics, wearable technologies, augmented
technical
reality applications, and performance and
memory enhancements could allow people to
move, think, see, feel and hear with incredible
speed and precision. The barriers that
separate the physical world from the digital
one will increasingly melt away. And
technologically advanced exoskeletons,
Over the past three decades the rapid rise of technical
personal computers, the internet and mobile
phones has led to huge changes in how we
work, communicate and learn, which some
have dubbed a ‘digital revolution’.
These technologies have largely been met
with enthusiasm and swiftly adopted.
However, there is emerging scepticism about
certain areas of technology, such as
nanotechnology, biotechnology and artificial
intelligence, as well as the huge role digital
technologies play in our lives. This ranges
from debate over unintended consequences
and ethical issues, to how we should manage
and moderate technology use, as well as
deeper concerns about the long-term effects,
for example on the cognitive abilities of young
children.
technical
small full automated vehicles for small group technical
transport or the transport of goods; connected
to traffic management systems; part of last
mile concepts
transfer system featuring small fully automatic technical
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190

automated busses

199

integrated systems

202

3D-printing

215

smart grids

222

Energy storage

vehicles operating on an exclusive
infrastructure;
with different stages of automation; on
dedicated or segregated lines or in mixed
traffic
lean and modular, easily upgradable and
interoperable
3D printing, also known as additive
manufacturing (AM), refers to processes used
to synthesize a three-dimensional object in
which successive layers of material are
formed under computer control to create an
object. Objects can be of almost any shape or
geometry and are produced using digital
model data from a 3D model or another
electronic data source
A smart grid is an electricity network based on
digital technology that is used to supply
electricity to consumers via two-way digital
communication. This system allows for
monitoring, analysis, control and
communication within the supply chain to help
improve efficiency, reduce energy
consumption and cost, and maximize the
transparency and reliability of the energy
supply chain. e.g. railway energy networks
Energy storage is the capture of energy
produced at one time for use at a later time. A
device that stores energy is sometimes called
an accumulator. Energy comes in multiple
forms including radiation, chemical,
gravitational potential, electrical potential,

technical

technical
technical

technical

technical
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238

mobile payment

270

electricity highway with 800,000-volt DC voltage

288

294
295

Adjusting crash standards would make engines lighter and
more efficient
Due to crash standards, trains are shorter
locomotives and local/regional trains have different
standards and crash standards
Axle load could be increase if separation of freight and
passengers
Higher axle loads suitable for double-deck coaches
Higher axle load in high frequent areas

300
301

If axle load increased, dynamic axle load, more flexibility
Lightweight design has reached certain limits

302

Use of high-strength steel could lead to improvements

304
305

No decrease of axle loads rather increase in payload
Commuter trains: regaining of kinetic energy, energy
recuperation
aspects of lightweight construction

290
291
292

306

electricity, elevated temperature, latent heat
and kinetic. Energy storage involves
converting energy from forms that are difficult
to store to more conveniently or economically
storable forms. Bulk energy storage is
dominated by pumped hydro, which accounts
for 99% of global energy storage.
mobile phone becomes an instrument of
technical
payment; directly delivery to the end customer
technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Resulting in more capacity, e.g. double-deck
coaches, bi-level carriages (duplex trains)
When increasing axle load, more efficient
Possible solution for areas with capacity
problems
until now aluminium construction, newer
materials, e.g. high-strength steel, laser
welding, increased strength
Use of high-strength steel, differences for
regional and long-distance trains

Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical

Technical

energy efficiency and saving

Technical
Technical

acoustics, maintenance, durability, sound

Technical
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barriers
307
308
309

Energy recovery save up to 40% of energy, freight trains
Recovering of braking energy, more possible
Today only 20% recuperation is being used

312
313
314

Preparation of infrastructure for higher axle loads
Use of double stack container wagons
Extension of the TEN-T – Corridor to 740, 750m train
length
Track wear, engine and wagons, track friendly bogies
What is needed to achieve reduced track wear?

315
317
318
320
321
322
323
324
325
327
328
329
331

Correct setup of trains would allow more
Max 40% possible due to regulations; 80%
recuperation is the technical boundary.

Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical

Reduce infrastructure maintenance costs
Infrastructure, Life-cycle costs, only reprofiling needed

Cost transparency, which type of bogie causes what level
of wear
Drive train technology
Catenary will be still in use for quite some time
Use of batteries not very likely, due to massive
requirements for cooling due to high power delivery
High potential in using fuel cells, possible replacement for
diesel
Fuel cells for trams too expensive
costs higher by 2 Million
Power of today’s electrical drives won't be reached by fuel
cells, etc. in 2050
Batteries possible for shunting use
Electromobility in rail can only be “improved”
Implemented in the railway sector
Fuel cells could be a replacement for Diesel engines in
2030, at least for near and regional traffic
Fast Developments in batteries currently
borders of physics almost reached, further
development will slow down

Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
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333

Catenary, rather difficult to increase efficiency

Technical

334
335

Technical
Technical

389
390
391
393
394
395
271

Shunting, use of battery-powered locomotives
Effectiveness of fuel cell, battery not as effective as
catenary
No double stack possible in Europe with use of the current
technology
Linear motor, no catenary, possibility for 2030
Standard for availability, needs to be clearly defined
Clear measuring method record clear definition
Manufacturers should define failure scenarios for their
products
Digital ticketing - easier, but battery dependent
Use of BIM, Building Information Model Approach for
infrastructure
Reducing costs by use of standardized bridges
Advancements in infrastructure, bridges without expansion
points
Linear motor could support trains on steep tracks
2030 no more Diesel trains will be bought
2050 fully electric train system
Life cycle costs of batteries
need to be exchanged after 10 years
Charging of batteries or exchanging them
For longer freight trains, infrastructure has to be re-fitted
track lengths, switches, costs
Adjustment of the infrastructure to the transport purpose
More efficient and cost-effective

272

Optimal selection of the permitted axle loads

274

Axle loads of 25t to 22,5t

336
337
345
346
348
355
386
387
388

axle load of 16t of a high-speed train equals
22t on a standard main line due to static and
dynamic forces
more capacity

Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical
Technical/operation
al
Technical/operation
al
Technical/operation
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275

Increasing lengths of trains

276
277

Increased train lengths of 750m can be reached
consistently in/for all European corridors
Dividing of traffic

284

New technical and operative concepts needed

285

Achieving efficiency gains in single wagon loads

316

Capacity increase of freight trains. E.g. Modular, point-topoint
autonomous electric single wagon

339
340
341

Standardization of regulations would have the biggest
impact in the sector
Moving away from allocation of blocks until 2050

342

2050 only lines where block free is possible, ETCS

343

Moving Blocks, more capacity

344

For ETCS, level 3, also freight cars need to be looked at,
also interesting for Big-Data analyses
Common language in rail - English as the language for
operational staff, operations manager
Journey distances will increase

374
352

al
biggest gain in efficiency through increased
Technical/operation
train lengths
al
all the TEN-T target values are being reached Technical/operation
al
has an effect, not only on new high-speed
Technical/operation
line, even more on normal line, due to casing al
of the existing line, overproportioned more
capacity on old line
Technical/operation
al
Technical/operation
al
Technical/operation
al
linear motor in harbour
Technical/operation
al
Technical/operation
al
Technical/operation
al
Technical/operation
al
Technical/operation
al
Technical/operation
al
Technical/Operatio
nal
Passengers travel longer distances in general Technical/operation
al/social
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347
349
350
248

249
250

251
2

6

13
52

55

Data ownership needs to be defined, could be defined by
2022
Ticketless-riding offers new revenue models
Safety & Security, trend to Long, open end train (walkthrough)
image recognition

recognize images or image excerpts of media
products and assign them to the
corresponding product
RFID
identification of goods
3D printing
alternative for consumers to produce the
required things themselves; extreme form of
individualization
biometric data
recognition of individuals due to personal
characteristics (iris scan, fingerprint, etc.)
connectivity of different public transport systems
connectivity between long distance transport
by train and urban transport (e.g.
underground)
Synchro-Mobility
Seamless liquid mobility; important factor in
successful intermodality is that passengers
experience the complete journey as a
seamless one
Distribution Channels – Proximity Shops restructuring
wireless distribution (mobiles, Bluetooth, WiFi, …)
last-mile in passenger transport
Traditional solutions to the first mile problem
in public transit have included the use of
feeder buses, bicycling infrastructure, and
urban planning reform. Other methods of
alleviating the last mile problem such as
bicycle sharing systems, car sharing
programs, pod cars (personal rapid transit)
Integrated service offer (e.g. customer service "Rail & Fly") see intermodality

Technical/Social
Technical/Social
Technical/Social
technologic

technologic
technologic

technologic
usability/services

usability/services

usability/services
usability/services

usability/services
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56
57

63
76

Optimized interchange connections
Increased availability of IT systems via one platform (e.g.
Multi-modal "door to door")
Integration of all possible and demanded transport modes
within one station
Access of cargo airports to rail
transport services

90

“zero mile” tendencies

95

multi-channel distribution approach

96

One Stop Shop (OSS) and Single Point of Contact (SPC)
are combined with Concurrent Planning
city hubs & last mile
last mile city logistic
door to door transport industrialization
personnel qualification
qualification as a factor for services
seam- and contactless access, payment and navigation in
public transportation
High frequent services and integrated timetable
mobility services including tailored services for different

61

100
101
105
115
124
134

see intermodality
see intermodality

usability/services
usability/services

see intermodality

usability/services

see intermodality
will be integrated in planning, booking,
ticketing, information; energy efficient and
eco-friendly multimodal options become more
consistent and competitive
nodes located in the centres/proximities of the
traffic attraction zones become hubs for city
logistics and last mile distribution effected with
battery or hybrid low emission vehicles
is achieved through cooperation with all the
key actors in the Rail transport chain such as
forwarding agents, MTOs, logistics operators,
integrators, consolidators, etc. Such
cooperation is based on economic interests
through the sharing of the benefits deriving
from economy of scale generation and the
traffic industrialization.
customer services

usability/services
usability/services

usability/services

usability/services

usability/services
usability/services
usability/services
usability/services
usability/services
usability/services
usability/services
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189

modes, social groups, territories…
on demand service

194
201
204
217

reliability of schedules
individual customized products
User-centric services
Availability of well-functioning nodes for modal transfer

224

OTT-models (over the top) through Internet

225

recognition instead of attention

226

identity becomes adaptivity

227

open up new points of sale

e.g. for personal rapid transit: people are
transported directly to the origin station
without stopping at intermediate stations or
changing the vehicle

see tailored services
Interchanges between rail and other modes
must be user friendly in order to facilitate
connectivity. Signage and other information at
stations should be easily accessible, as
should travel and ticketing information.
direct reference, power to the business
process is separated from infrastructure; in
the future, those mobile internet operators will
have the advantage which have the costeffective and flexible access to the customer;
ecological concept, increased emission laws,
...
the main goal is not to attract attention
anymore, but to give customers recognition
and build confidence. This is possible through
intelligent, individual and respectful dialogue.
cooperation, interdisciplinarity, cooperation
possibilities
permanent adaptation to the customer; supply
goods are taking an ever-smaller share of
income
the greatest unused potential for the future of
sales is opening up new sales areas;

usability/services

usability/services
usability/services
usability/services
usability/services

usability/services

usability/services

usability/services

usability/services
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228

value-oriented selling

229

social commerce

235

basic value of selling: confidence

236
237

basic value of selling: security
basic value of selling: proximity

239

online buying process

240

intelligent and flexible logistics systems

241

cross and up-selling

244

purchasing associations

245
246

merchandise-fulfilment
flexible prices for products

247
252

traders as social platforms
customer loyalty programs

sustainability becomes a competitive
advantage
strategy must be adapted once a year to the
change of value; buy specific products, buying
experiences, meaningfulness, intimacy
E-commerce, with the emphasis on the active
participation of customers; the needs of
seniors become more important
trust was given due to size. Trust becomes
dynamic. Customer trust shifts to digital
assistance systems.
environmentally friendly drive sources
with scenario analyses
customer needs are monitored, analysed and
proactively met
online and mail order sales are growing
continuously year after year; online
purchasing processes are integrated into
everyday life
delivery times are getting shorter; Orders can
be changed until shortly before delivery
due to detailed customer data, the customer
can be offered products whose needs he does
not yet know
customers join together to get discounts
together
customers are used to shopping at any time
use the price of the products to address the
customers individually
added value for the customer
e.g. club memberships

usability/services

usability/services

usability/services

usability/services
usability/services
usability/services

usability/services
usability/services

usability/services
usability/services
usability/services
usability/services
usability/services
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264

anywhere commerce

265

location based services

268

customers are getting more and more expensive

269

One-Button-Life

297

PRM entry/doors on double-deck coaches wheelchair
access now with no difficulty
Good design required to meet passenger needs and
requirements
Standing spaces on trains

298
303

357
358
359
368
369

4

to address the customer in a wide range of
locations and situations
customer addressed according to their current
location
advertising channels are added, not
substituted
one click and an annoying part of everyday
life is out-sourced; not only concerns
technologies, but also services
wheelchair access no difficulty anymore

usability/services

Important aspect for all passengers

usability/services

difference between Germany and France, in
Germany standing spaces on high speed
trains

usability/services

specific customer groups - free tickets for everyone?
public transport free of charge when travelling with a
children’s stroller
flat rate for everyone?
"touch & travel", interesting approach, pay after the
journey
Advantages of common standards - board a train
Guarantee for best prices
everywhere, at the end of the month, the cheapest fare will
be billed
accessibility and reachability of train stations
for people with a disability

usability/services
usability/services
usability/services

usability/services

usability/services
usability/services
usability/services
usability/services
usability/services

usability/services
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